1983 Dacia LCV
Lot sold

Drive

Year of manufacture

1983

Country VAT
Mileage

AU
18 052 km /
11 217 mi

Gearbox

Manual

Chassis number

759138

Number of seats

2

Number of doors

4

Drivetrain

2wd

Lot number

475

Interior colour
Condition

LHD
Yellow
Used

Location
Fuel type

Petrol

Exterior colour

Other

Car type

Saloon

Description
1983 Dacia 1310
Year: 1983
Make: Dacia
Model: 1310
Body: 4-Door Sedan LHD
Odometer: Indicating 18,052 kms
Engine: 4 cylinder 1.3L
Transmission: Manual
Colour: Yellow/Blue
Description/extras:
- Romanian Left-hand-drive example
- Rare European Classic
- Successor to the 1300
- Introduction year of revised body features
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Featuring a 4 cylinder 1.3L engine, it was paired with a 4-speed manual transmission that was
offered up until mid-1983 and stood one of the most fuel-efficient vehicles of its time.
Finished in a unique shade of yellow, it contrasts beautifully over its factory chromed hub wheels.
Presenting original, it showcases an example with minimal cosmetic wear and few remain in this
colour and condition.
Its interior is set in a blue cloth trim that is highlight to its factory black dash. It's an original left-hand
drive example and is a true rarity in this condition. This highly collectible example of the Dacia 1310
would make a sound addition to any classic car collection.
The Dacia 1310 was launched as a medium sized family sedan that was built during the Cold War by
Romanian manufacturer Dacia. Its name '1310' was given to reflect its engine displacement. The
1310 was the revised sedan version of its predecessor the 1300. With production dates of from the
70s-90s this successful model saw changes in shapes from sedans through to vans.
In 1982 it featured at the Bucharest Auto show as the first release of the revised 1300 series to the
new 1310. In 1983, the entire range was facelifted for future production where it saw light
modifications to its headlight setup.
Chassis:759138
Sold unregistered
As with all vehicles sold in the Classic Car Division, they have been well looked after by their previous
owners. Unfortunately, due to the high volume of vehicles, Lloyds Auctions are unable to physically
inspect every aspect of each vehicle and the description which should be used as a guide only have
been compiled after speaking with the owners. Lloyds Auctions sells these vehicles under standard
auction conditions that offers no warranties or cooling off period. Please feel free to call the Classic
Car Division if you have any questions relating to any vehicle. Inspection is highly recommended.
Lloyds stock #100961+1654
GCCMEUR
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69 Manchester Rd
Carrara 4211 Queensland
Australia
Phone +61 7 5559 1999
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